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This debate about climate change was hold on the “Day of Teaching” under the umbrella of the 150-years
ETH celebration. The purpose of the event was to demonstrate the pedagogical value of public debates in
academic life. We have chosen to organize a debate on climate change because it is a topic that is not
only scientifically contested but also of profound societal relevance.
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My view …
• Climate is the statistics of weather.
• Anthropogenic climate change is real.
• We observe now changes of climate, which can
be reasonably explained only through human
agency.
• These changes take place mostly in global
distributions of temperature.
• Claims that Global Warming is presently
causing abnormally extreme rare events are
mostly false.

My view …
• In the public, anthropogenic climate
change is used as an explanation for
rare events – which should be explained
by the random character of weather. However,
the reference to anthropogenic climate change
is a culturally more consistent explanation.
• Examples: Extratropical storms in the 1990s;
hurricanes in the 2000s.
• Scientists only suggest a causal relationship; in
the media these suggestions become
assertions. The scientific community objects
only inefficiently.
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Extratropical storms in Europe
Discussion in the early 1990s.
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Extratropical storms in Europe
Discussion in the early 1990s.

North Sea: storm intensities
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The case of hurricanes
More violent storms, caused by Global Warming?
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The case of hurricanes
More violent storms, caused by Global Warming?
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The case of hurricanes
More violent storms, caused by Global Warming?
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Conclusion
• History of overselling “inhomogeneous
data”
• Typically, better analyses of weather conditions
lead to the description of stronger extreme
events – which goes along with the detection of
trends towards more intense events. This may
be true, but can not be separated from the
better analyses.
• Multi-year and even multi-decennial trends may
be entirely natural of origin. The “detection” of
anthropogenic effects requires special statistical
“detection”-algorithms.

Climate Research …
• is a social process.
• serves social needs of providing
explanations for otherwise unexplainable
phenomena (in particular: disasters).
• The understanding of “the public needs to be
alarmed” leads to unsustainable practice of
science, which undermines the role and
functioning of science.
• Normative arguments are seeping into public
appearance of science, so that science may be
perceived as just another form of normatively
guided knowledge claim.
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